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Sounds associated with newly learned information that are replayed during non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep can improve recall in simple tasks. The mechanism for
this improvement is presumed to be reactivation of the newly learned memory during
sleep when consolidation takes place. We have developed an EEG-based closed-loop
system to precisely deliver sensory stimulation at the time of down-state to up-state
transitions during NREM sleep. Here, we demonstrate that applying this technology to
participants performing a realistic navigation task in virtual reality results in a significant
improvement in navigation efficiency after sleep that is accompanied by increases in
the spectral power especially in the fast (12–15 Hz) sleep spindle band. Our results
show promise for the application of sleep-based interventions to drive improvement in
real-world tasks.

Keywords: sleep, targeted memory reactivation, closed-loop, spatial memory, navigation, spindles, slow
oscillation, slow wave sleep

INTRODUCTION

Sleep may facilitate the transformation of recent fragile memories into stable long-term memories.
Compared with an equivalent period of wake, performance in several memory domains
demonstrates a greater magnitude of improvement after sleep (Rasch and Born, 2013). Several
electrophysiological features of non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep have been linked with
memory consolidation, with the majority of these studies focusing on the role of slow wave
activity, which refers to the low-frequency oscillations (0.05–4 Hz) that characterize deeper NREM
sleep (e.g., Gais et al., 2002; Wilhelm et al., 2014). Slow oscillations (SOs) originate in the cortex
and reflect synchronized neural fluctuations between hyperpolarized down-states and depolarized
up-states. Spindles, another prominent NREM sleep feature consisting of 9–15 Hz oscillatory
bursts, have gained attention for their role in hippocampal-cortical communication and declarative
memory consolidation during sleep. Correlational studies have shown that the number of sleep
spindles increases following hippocampal-dependent learning (Eschenko et al., 2006) and spindles
are temporally coupled with hippocampal sharp wave ripples in rodents (Siapas and Wilson,
1998) and in humans (Staresina et al., 2015). They may facilitate the integration of newly learned
information with existing knowledge (Tamminen et al., 2013) and are correlated with better
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retention of declarative memories in humans (Gais et al., 2002;
Schabus et al., 2004; Clemens et al., 2005; Schmidt et al.,
2006). A third electrophysiological feature of NREM sleep are
hippocampal sharp wave-ripples, short high-frequency bursts
that coincide with reactivations of neurons that were active
during learning (e.g., Wilson and McNaughton, 1994).

Temporal coupling of SOs, spindles, and hippocampal
sharp wave-ripples may be a key mechanism underlying
the hippocampal-neocortical dialog characteristic of systems
consolidation. The drug zolpidem (Ambien) increased the
temporal consistency of spindle occurrences during the down-
to-up phase of slow oscillations (Niknazar et al., 2015).
Furthermore, later performance improvement was correlated
with this spindle/SO timing. This suggests that declarative
memory consolidation is facilitated when thalamic spindles
coincide with the down-to-up phase of cortical SOs. Thus SOs
may provide a top-down temporal frame for these oscillatory
events (Crunelli and Hughes, 2010; Lemieux et al., 2014).
Specifically, individual hippocampal sharp wave ripple events
appear to be nested in the trough of succeeding spindles
(Timofeev and Bazhenov, 2005; Staresina et al., 2015), and these
spindle-ripple events may represent a bottom-up mechanism
whereby reactivated hippocampal memory information (coded
in ripples) is passed to spindles, which then reach neocortical
networks via the SO (Born et al., 2006; Diekelmann and Born,
2010). Recently, Yordanova et al. (2017) have shown that the
temporal coupling of SO up-states and spindles is greater in the
hemisphere that had been activated during prior learning.

Targeted memory reactivation (TMR) has been successful in
enhancing memory during sleep using external stimulation. The
TMR approach associates sensory stimuli (e.g., odor or sound
cue) with target information during encoding and then presents
the same cues during sleep to facilitate memory consolidation,
including visuospatial (Rasch et al., 2007; Rudoy et al., 2009;
van Dongen et al., 2012; Creery et al., 2015), verbal memories
(Schreiner and Rasch, 2014; Batterink and Paller, 2017) and fear
extinction (He et al., 2015). The strength of specific memory
enhancement appears to depend on the timing relative to the
phase of the SO, although most studies have thus far delivered
cues using an open-loop approach during NREM stage 3 sleep
(Batterink et al., 2016). Batterink et al. (2016) demonstrated
that the largest memory benefit occurred when TMR cues
were delivered during the descending phase of the SO down
state, which presumably allowed for the cue information to be
processed by the cortex and hippocampus during their up states.
This suggests that the largest memory benefits may be realized
when the cues are delivered during the transition from cortical
down states to up states.

In the current study, we developed a novel method to enhance
sleep spindles and spatial navigation skills using closed-loop
targeted memory reactivation (CL-TMR) time-locked to the
down-state to up-state transitions (DUPTs) of SOs. We tested
navigation ability at multiple time points across 3 days in order to
determine when the benefits of CL-TMR emerge, and how long
they are observed. DUPTs were targeted to increase the likelihood
of affecting spindles during the rising phase and peak of the SO.
In this study, we did not investigate whether the closed-loop cue

delivery confers significant benefit when compared with an open-
loop approach. Multiple studies suggest that TMR may be most
effective when time-locked to the DUPTs (Niknazar et al., 2015;
Batterink et al., 2016), and a recent non-peer reviewed study
has shown that when cues are delivered during the down state,
memory enhancement is superior when compared with the effect
observed when cues are delivered during the up state (Göldi et al.,
unpublished). The goal of this study was to develop a robust
methodology for reliably delivering stimuli during DUPTs and
to demonstrate that CL-TMR can be used to drive performance
gains in ecologically valid, complex learning tasks over longer
periods of time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
This study was approved by the New England Independent
Review Board and all participants gave written informed
consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Healthy individuals (N = 37, 16 women, Mage = 25.14 years,
SDage = 5.75 years) were recruited from the surrounding
communities in Durham, NC; Dayton, OH, United States; and
Riverside, CA, United States. They were instructed to avoid
caffeine, alcohol, and naps within 24 h of any study session.
Participants arrived at the laboratory around 12 pm. Data from
an additional 18 participants (8 women, Mage = 28.44 years,
SDage = 7.33 years) were excluded because of one or a
combination of the following criteria: they could not complete
the VR task inside the headset due to nausea, they did not
receive any cues during both naps or only received cues
during one of the naps, the data recordings were of poor
quality (e.g., extremely noisy record), and/or they did not
sleep at least 30 min with at least 15 min in stages 2 or 3.
Demographic data of included participants are shown in
Table 1.

TABLE 1 | Demographics of participants included in the analysis.

Control (N = 20) CL-TMR (N = 17)

Mean age (SD) 26.25 years (6.56) 23.82 years (4.02)

Number of women 10 6

Ethnicity

White/Caucasian 15 9

Black/African American 1 –

Hispanic/Latino 3 2

Asian 1 3

Native American – 1

Biracial or multiracial – 2

Education

Less than high school – –

High school 3 1

Some college 6 7

Associate degree – –

Bachelor degree 5 7

Graduate degree 6 2
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Experimental Design and Statistical
Analysis
Electroencephalography (EEG) Recording
Electroencephalographic (EEG) data were collected on a Brain
Products 32-channel actiCAP electrode system and BrainAmp
DC amplifier (Brain Products, GmbH, Munich, Germany) using
the standard 10–20 electrode layout. Electrocardiogram (ECG)
and electrooculogram (EOG) electrodes were used for offline
artifact rejection and assessment of rapid-eye movement (REM)
sleep. For EOG, one electrode was placed 1 cm above the
corner of the right eye and the second electrode was placed
1 cm below the corner of the left eye following recommended
criteria for sleep recording (Iber et al., 2007). The left shoulder
blade was used as a common reference. EOG was collected to
facilitate offline sleep scoring used in analysis of NREM sleep
biomarkers and for reference against automated sleep scoring in
the closed-loop system. Active reference electrodes were attached
to the left and right mastoid sites with an adhesive ring. All
electrophysiological data was collected at a sample rate of 500 Hz
and recorded using the BrainVision Recorder software for offline
analysis. The frequency boundaries during recording were 0 to
1000 Hz.

Navigation Task
The virtual reality (VR) navigation task performed by
participants was designed by the authors and implemented into
custom-built software by Intific, Inc. (Austin, TX, United States)

using the Unreal Engine. Participants wore an Oculus DK2
headset (Oculus VR, LLC, Menlo Park, CA, United States).
The VR environment consisted of a large city with six districts;
Figure 1A shows an overhead map with district outlines. These
six districts contained buildings with unique architectural
features such that they could potentially help one identify a
change in districts when moving from one to another (e.g.,
there were apartment complexes located in a residential district).
Pedestrians were also seen in each district and some wore
clothing that could be uniquely attributed to a certain district
(e.g., men and women could be seen wearing suits in the financial
district).

Boundary landmarks were placed in the environment to
encourage the use of a hippocampal-dependent boundary
navigation strategy (Doeller et al., 2008; Figure 1B). A large
skyscraper was placed at the northwest corner and a factory
with smokestacks at the southeast corner. The west edge of the
map was bordered by a beach and the east edge was bordered
by mountains. Within the environment, locations of note had
a sign in front with their name or logo, and were places that
the participant was required to navigate to or from during the
training portion of the task.

A virtual cell phone interface presented a sparsely detailed
map such that participants could see their own location and
heading, the location of the target destination, and the borders
between the six districts (Figure 1C). No roads or buildings
were shown on the map to prevent explicit route planning. The

FIGURE 1 | (A) The VR environment was divided into six districts, each with its own thematic buildings. Auditory cues were delivered at borders between districts
(red arrows) and are border- and heading-specific. (B) Two boundary elements are shown in this snapshot from a participant’s point of view, the beach and the
skyscraper. (C) The cell phone interface provided an aerial schematic of the six districts and their orientation in relation to the beach and the mountains (boundary
elements). The participant’s location and heading (blue circle with an arrow) and the target destination location (green circle with a star) were shown. At the beginning
of a route, a message directed participants to a target location (e.g., “Go to the Bank”). The cell phone provided feedback if the participant was navigating along a
suboptimal route, and oriented the participant to their location as the auditory cues were experienced and boundaries were crossed (see the highlighted border in
red as the participant crosses from the dark blue to the green district). (D) Upon reaching the target destination, participants stepped into a green portal. The
participant would then respawn at the next starting point and the task would begin anew. On (A), the target location from (D) (bank) and the location and heading of
the participant in B are marked as on the cellphone map with a star enclosed in a green circle, and a blue circle with an arrow, respectively.
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boundary landmarks to the east and west of the map (mountains
and the beach, respectively) were designated on the map, and the
cardinal direction north was designated by an “N.” The district
containing the navigator’s current location had a highlighted
border. The participant’s location was designated by a blue circle
on the map with an arrow pointing in the direction of the
participant’s heading. The location of the destination landmark
was designated by a star encircled in green (Figures 1A,C).

At the beginning of a route, the cell phone would present
a message directing the participants to a target location (e.g.,
“Go to the Bank”; Figure 1C) and show the target destination’s
location on the map. The participant could not call up the cell
phone at will. Instead, the phone was automatically called up at
the beginning of a route and whenever the participant crossed
a boundary between districts. Other than the initial guidance
provided by the phone, participants were allowed to freely
explore the environment while searching for target locations
during the training portions of the task. Additionally, during
the training portion of the task, the cell phone was called up to
alert the participant if they traveled too far along a non-optimal
route. These non-optimal route alerts were turned off during
testing intervals of the task. Once participants reached the target
destination, they would step into a green portal and respawn at
the next route’s starting location (Figure 1D). If a participant
could not complete the route within a specified time limit, the
participant would respawn at the next route’s starting location at
the end of the time limit.

Auditory cues that were designed to be contextually
appropriate for an urban environment and were delivered as
participants crossed district borders (e.g., the sound of a pipe
dropping onto the ground was heard in an industrial area). The
cues were border and heading-specific. As mentioned previously,
the cell phone would be called up and border of the district one
was traveling into would be highlighted. This would occur at the
same time the auditory cue played. A total of 18 unique cues
were experienced by the participants in the environment, and
the optimal routes were designed to ensure that each auditory
cue would be experienced at least once during training. The cues
delivered during the nap were shortened versions (700 ms long)
of the cues heard during the navigation task and were naturalistic
sounds (e.g., dog barking) within the human audible frequency
range. The relative amplitudes of each cue were calibrated so as to
be of equal perceived intensity at the auditory detection threshold
volume.

Closed-Loop Targeted Memory Reactivation
(CL-TMR)
We developed a first-of-its-kind closed-loop system for delivery
of auditory cues to drive TMR. The system times the delivery
of auditory cues to DUPTs. Our CL-TMR system leverages
two parallel signal processing pipelines which perform online
detection of DUPT events and identification of NREM sleep
state. Both pipelines were implemented using the OpenViBE
open source software platform1. This software has the benefits of
interfacing with multiple EEG recording systems, including the

1http://openvibe.inria.fr/

BrainAmp DC system used for the present study, as well as an
extensive library of signal processing tools for real-time analysis
of signals.

The most critical aspect to the accuracy of the system is
the identification of NREM2/NREM3 sleep. We developed a
novel approach to doing real-time sleep staging based on the
recommended biomarkers for each stage of sleep from the
American Association of Sleep Medicine (Iber et al., 2007). All
NREM stages of sleep are computed from a ratio of spectral power
in the Delta, Alpha, and Gamma (DAG) ranges. Specifically, DAG
refers to the ratio of Frontal Delta to Occipital Alpha times Global
Gamma. Frontal Delta corresponds to the spectral power in seven
frontal channels (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8). Occipital Alpha
refers to the spectral amplitude in the frequency range 8–12 Hz at
the Oz, O1, and O2 electrode positions. Global Gamma refers to
the spectral amplitude in the frequency range 25–50 Hz at all 32
electrode positions.

The DAG metric is computed over non-overlapping 5-s
epochs and thresholded to produce the various stages of sleep
between 0 (wake) and 3 (NREM3). In practice we have found
the following thresholds work well in our system; wake < 0.03
(NREM1) < 0.05 (NREM2) < 0.25 (NREM3). Algorithm
parameters were developed and optimized using data from Day 1
screening naps and Day 2 and Day 3 naps in control participants
(N = 51 naps from 32 control participants). An experienced sleep
researcher scored the nap data and the manually scored records
were used as a reference to guide iterative adjustments of the
thresholds of sleep stage identification in order to maximize the
system’s performance across participants. These identified sleep
stages were then used to gate the delivery of auditory cues with
coincident detection of DUPT events.

The SO is believed to originate in the frontal cortices
and coordinates the processes of memory consolidation in
the two-stage model (Buzsaki, 1998; Marshall and Born, 2007;
Diekelmann and Born, 2010). Thus we employed a commonly
used and relatively simple detector for SO events by averaging
frontal channels (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8) and looking for
instances where the mean potential crosses −80 µV (Ngo et al.,
2013, 2015). To safeguard against slow drift, an additional check
is employed during a detection that the signal originated from
a positive potential at some point during the previous 400 ms.
After a SO is detected in NREM2/3 sleep, a cue is played. The
sounds are concurrently played through the StimTrak device and
directly into a channel on the auxiliary BrainAmp ExG amplifier
with a low-frequency carrier wave to easily identify individual
cues and their timing relative to the ongoing neurophysiological
data.

Our current sleep staging pipeline does not identify rapid
eye movement sleep (REM). However, the occurrence of DUPT
events during REM is very rare resulting in very few false
positives. The current false positive rate for DUPT detection
is under 0.04 and occurs primarily with arousal events when
participants wake from NREM2/NREM3 sleep.

Procedure
Figure 2 provides a schematic of the experimental procedure.
All participants came for an initial screening day, Day 1, during
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FIGURE 2 | After an initial screening day (Day 1), Days 2 and 3 followed the same overall procedure with participants fully instrumented. Participants first trained on
wayfinding tasks in the VR environment. Following encoding, a declarative item memory pre-test was administered followed by the first awake replay (AR) session.
During a ∼90 min nap, auditory cues were presented to the CL-TMR participants whereas control participants napped without cue delivery. After the nap,
participants took a declarative item-memory post-test, underwent a second AR session, and took a navigation test on a subset of routes encountered during
encoding. Participants returned the following day for Day 3 and underwent the same procedure except some elements were changed in the VR training task and
test. On Day 4, participants were not fully instrumented while taking declarative memory tests and a final navigation test.

which they gave informed consent and became acquainted with
navigating in a VR environment. A subset of early participants
(N = 9 controls, N = 7 CL-TMR) was also instrumented
with EEG, EOG, and ECG electrodes as described previously
and attempted a 90-min nap. The screening day allowed the
researchers to determine whether the participants would be able
to nap, fully instrumented, in an unfamiliar place and would be
able to tolerate the VR headset for about 15 min or more at a
time, as nausea is a common side effect. Those who passed the VR
and nap screening were scheduled to continue the experiment.
Those who were ineligible were compensated for their time
and dismissed. Ultimately, since no differences were observed
between those who took a screening day nap and those who
did not, we stopped requiring the screening nap and subsequent
participants only completed VR screening on Day 1.

All eligible participants came in for three consecutive days
of experimental sessions. On Day 2, participants were first
instrumented with EEG (the EOG electrodes were applied just
before the nap, as it would interfere with the placement of the VR
headset). Vibratory feedback coincident with the sounds in the
VR environment was delivered by a haptic gaming vest (Kor-FX,
Immerz, Inc., Cambridge, MA, United States). The purpose of the
vest was to increase the salience of the auditory cues at the district
boundaries.

Once instrumented, the participant began the training phase
of the navigation task. Participants were instructed to pay

attention to the sounds and location when crossing the district
borders of the map. At the start of each of the 24 distinct routes,
participants were informed of the destination on the virtual
cell phone. During navigation, the “non-optimal route alert”
occurred at decision points if the participant was not on the
optimal (shortest) path. During training, routes were organized
into blocks of contiguous routes to promote learning of the global
organization of the environment; for example, if one route ended
at the coffee shop, the next route would begin at the coffee shop.
The 24 routes were divided into three groups of seven to nine
routes each in order to give participants breaks from the headset,
but participants could take as many breaks as they wished during
training to prevent nausea.

Following training, participants took a 20-question declarative
memory pre-test which probed for knowledge about the
learned VR environment before any intervention occurred. Ten
questions were short-answer (cued recall) and the other 10 were
multiple-choice (recognition). For the purpose of the test, a
“landmark” was defined as a specific location one navigated to
or started from on any route during the training phase. The
short-answer questions took the following forms: (1) participants
were shown a picture of a landmark and asked to name the
two closest landmarks to the pictured one; (2) participants were
told to imagine themselves standing in a pictured location and
asked to name the closest landmark to the left, right, or behind
them; (3) participants were again asked to imagine standing in a
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pictured location, and asked to name a landmark that they could
see if they were to turn in that spot; and (4) participants were
shown two different landmarks and asked to name a landmark
that would be passed if traveling along the optimal route from the
first to the second landmark. For the multiple-choice questions,
(1) participants were shown an image of the surroundings at a
border crossing and asked to select the auditory cue that was
heard; (2) participants were shown an image of a landmark and
asked to select the direction (straight, left, right, backward) one
must travel to get to a boundary landmark or a local landmark;
and (3) participants were asked to choose the landmark that does
not belong in the same district as the others.

Prior to consolidation with sleep, memories are thought to
be labile and prone to interference. Memory reactivation after
learning, during waking periods, has been shown to reduce
subsequent recall (Diekelmann et al., 2011). However, one
study has shown that TMR during wakefulness can lead to
memory improvements (Oudiette and Paller, 2013). We tested
whether our CL-TMR intervention is robust to interference by
re-exposing participants to the auditory cues either during a
concurrent interference task or a period of quiet wakefulness after
the initial training interval. The 18 cues were repeated five times
in the same order with a jittered interstimulus interval varying
from 3 to 6 s. Participants were asked to either remain quietly
awake (no interference), or complete a competing auditory or
visual task at the same time. Participant assignment to each
of these conditions was counterbalanced within each cohort.
Auditory interference consisted of listening to a compilation of
famous movie themes composed by John Williams that lasted
approximately the same amount of time as the five cycles of
auditory cues. Visual interference consisted of playing the game
Tetris while listening to the cues. Both cohorts were exposed to
the interference tasks and counterbalanced within each cohort to
ensure equal numbers completed each interference condition.

Following the awake replay session, participants were required
to take a nap. Electrodes were placed at the corners of the eyes for
the EOG recording and the haptic vest was removed. Participants
were assigned to either a control condition in which they napped
without any intervention, or a CL-TMR condition in which
auditory cues were delivered during the nap using the closed-
loop system described above. If they were in the CL-TMR cohort,
participants wore soft, flat earphones that rested over the outer
ear (a confound that is elaborated on in the section “Discussion”)
and the volume was calibrated prior to the nap using an adaptive
staircase procedure until a volume level just above auditory
threshold was reached. All participants started sleeping between
1 to 3 PM and were allowed to sleep for ∼90 min. During the
nap, the volume was reduced if cues decreased the DAG measure
(indicating arousal). Conversely, if the cues did not decrease the
DAG measure and no spindle response was observed, the volume
was increased. Participants were awakened after about 90 min
from time they fell asleep. A mandatory break of at least 30 min
after the nap occurred before the final tasks in order to minimize
the effects of sleep inertia. Participants used this time to complete
a demographics questionnaire, the Big Five Inventory (John et al.,
1991), and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Y-2 (Spielberger
et al., 1983).

Following the sleep inertia break, participants were given a
declarative memory post-test with the same format as described
for the pre-test declarative memory test but with different
questions. The order of the two declarative memory tests was
counterbalanced. After the test, participants underwent a second
session where auditory cues were delivered in the absence
of an interference task. Responses to cues were collected to
try and assess any impact of the nap and intervention on
awake memory replay, however, reliable and specific cue-evoked
responses were not able to be identified so these analyses have
been omitted in this manuscript. Finally, a navigation test in the
same environment on a subset of six routes was given. Non-
optimal route alerts were turned off, and speed and accuracy
were recorded. Two different route sets (of 6) were tested (and
counterbalanced) across participants at each post-testing interval.
Thus, 12 routes were tested at Day 2 and Day 3 in each cohort,
with the remaining 12 tested on Day 4. This was done to balance
some of the variability in route difficulty and location within the
environment across each day. At the end of the experimental
session, participants were given an actigraphy device (Philips,
Andover, MA, United States) to monitor overnight sleep. If an
actigraphy device was not available, participants were asked to
report the number of hours slept the previous night.

This procedure was repeated for Day 3, with the only
difference being that roadblocks were placed in the environment
such that for 13 of the 24 routes, the participant had to identify
a new optimal route. The same roadblocks were also present
in the VR environment for testing on Day 3. The testing route
lists on Days 2 and 3 were counterbalanced across participants
using two sets of six routes to better sample the environment and
maintain equivalent levels of difficulty. Thus within a cohort each
testing day had 12 total routes that were tested (but only 6 in each
participant for Days 3 and 4).

On Day 4, participants were not instrumented. They took
declarative memory tests designed to probe knowledge of the
spatial layout of the landmarks in relation to the districts. On the
first test, they were shown a picture of a representative building
from each of the six districts and were asked to mark the location
of that specific building on a map like the one shown on the
virtual cell phone. On the second test, participants were given a
list of all landmarks (places they could have navigated to or from
during the learning and test phases) and asked to mark which
district each landmark belonged in. Finally, participants were
tested inside the VR for their ability to navigate the remaining
12 routes in the map without roadblocks. To avoid test/re-test
confounds, in each participant the 24 routes were divided such
that no route is tested twice (6 on Day 2, 6 on Day 3, and 12 on
Day 4).

Statistical Analyses
In all cases where non-parametric tests were used, it is due to a
lack of normality in the sample. Behavioral results were analyzed
with non-parametric, two-tailed Mann–Whitney U tests to test
our a priori hypothesis that CL-TMR would improve navigation
ability. The nap data were visually scored by an experienced sleep
researcher, and sleep parameters were analyzed with two-tailed
Mann–Whitney U tests and the Bayesian Information Criterion
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as described in Wagenmakers (2007). Statistics on spindle energy
were performed using a two-sample two-tailed t-test. Because no
meaningful results were found involving the declarative memory
tests nor the impact of sensory interference, they will not be
discussed further.

With the exception of the online system developed for
CL-TMR all other analyses were performed offline in MATLAB
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, United States) using the BioSig
toolbox2 and EEGlab toolboxes3 (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).
Following collection, EEG data was preprocessed as follows. All
signals were re-referenced to the linked mastoids and high-pass
filtered at 0.2 Hz. Spindle energy was quantified by bandpass
filtering the data in the slow (9–12 Hz) or fast (12–15 Hz)
spindle range, z-scoring the data to reduce across-participant
differences in signal magnitude, and summing the envelope of the
magnitude of the signal to get the area under the curve during
a 1 s epoch starting with the onset of the up state (positive
potential) following a DUPT. Analyses requiring adjustment for
false discovery rate in hypothesis testing were conducted using
the approach described in Benjamini and Hochberg (2000).

RESULTS

Figure 3A shows the operation and logic of our closed-loop
TMR approach. Figure 3B shows the results of our automated
sleep-staging algorithm in a single subject’s nap session. In
the nap shown, NREM2/NREM3 sleep was correctly identified
against visual scoring with a recall of >0.95 [true positives/(true
positives + false negatives)] and a precision of >0.93 [true
positives/(true positives + false positives)]. Across participants,
the recall and precision of the system were 0.89 and 0.85,
respectively.

The detection of DUPTs and latency of cue delivery is shown
in Figure 3C across Day 2 naps within our CL-TMR cohort. The
plot shows the mean potential across the frontal (Fp1, Fp2, Fz,
F3, F7, F4, F8) electrodes for each DUPT which triggered a cue
(n = 1190). The event related potentials (ERPs) demonstrate a
high degree of consistency in the timing across participants. The
mean ERP is shown in Figure 3D. The plot shows that the cues
are delivered with a mean latency of 238 ± 42 ms from the time
of the detection event (−80 µV crossing). This timing precedes
the transition to the up-state by >100 ms on average. Note that
because the ERPs are locked to the time of the actual cue delivery
which is jittered with respect to the (−80 µV) detection event, the
minimum negative potential of the mean ERP in the plot fails to
cross−80 µV.

CL-TMR Impact on Sleep Architecture
To investigate the impact of the intervention on the sleep
architecture, all recordings were visually scored using 30-s epochs
according to the AASM rules (Iber et al., 2007). Standard
sleep parameters such as the total sleep time, the time and the
percentage of time spent on each sleep stage (NREM1, NREM2,

2http://biosig.sourceforge.net/index.html
3https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php

NREM3, and REM), the minutes of wake after sleep onset
(WASO), the sleep efficiency (the ratio between the time spent
asleep and the time spent in bed), and the sleep onset latency
were extracted. These values are presented in Tables 2, 3. Mann–
Whitney U tests showed no group differences for any parameters
either at Day 2 or at Day 3. Two parameters, the total sleep time
and sleep efficiency, were trending toward significance on Day 2,
but in both cases CL-TMR subjects showed better sleep compared
to the controls. To support these null results, we calculated
the approximate Bayes Factor (BF10) through the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC), following the procedure described
in Wagenmakers (2007) and Jarosz and Wiley (2014). On both
days, for most of the parameters we observe a BF10 below 1,
strongly supporting the absence of significant differences. Overall
these results indicate that the intervention did not negatively
impact sleep architecture. Additionally, we found no significant
correlation between the time spent in NREM2 (r = −0.11,
p = 0.70), NREM3 (r = −0.15, p = 0.59), or total sleep time
(r = 0.09, p = 0.74) and performance during Day 2 in participants
receiving the CL-TMR intervention, suggesting that performance
differences were not due to differences in sleep architecture.
Results comparing sleep time to performance during Day 3 and
across all testing intervals were similarly uncorrelated.

CL-TMR Improves Navigation Efficiency
Because the variances across all of the route times were extremely
high due to highly variable route lengths and therefore navigation
times, the data were normed before statistical analysis. For every
participant, each route time was divided by its across-participants
mean. Analyses were performed on these normed values. Table 4
shows the mean non-normed route times for each cohort at
each training and testing interval to show the relative gains in
absolute time. Figure 4 illustrates the behavioral results reported
in Table 4.

Both groups show similar training time on Day 2, however,
the CL-TMR group shows significantly reduced testing
time following the nap (two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test:
N1 = N2 = 12 routes, p = 0.003, Cohen’s d = 1.41). Although
not statistically significant, the CL-TMR group also shows
enhanced performance in terms of reduced navigation times
at testing on Days 3 and 4 in comparison to controls. When
considering testing across all 3 days, the CL-TMR cohort exhibits
significantly improved performance, (two-tailed Mann–Whitney
U test: N1 = N2 = 24 routes, p = 0.0002, Cohen’s d = 1.36). Also
notable is the reduced variability among CL-TMR participants
relative to controls. This is especially visible in the Day 3 test
and suggests that the intervention is delivering a consistent
benefit and normalizing learning. The Day 3 training and
testing intervals are subdivided into trials where the optimal path
remained unchanged and those where newly placed impediments
required the participant to identify a different optimal path.
These changes in the environment naturally increase training
and testing times on these trials for both cohorts; however, the
CL-TMR group shows nominally reduced navigation time on
the changed routes at training and testing compared to controls,
suggesting that they may be more capable of manipulating a
cognitive map to quickly identify new, more optimal routes.
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FIGURE 3 | Our closed-loop system delivers consistent and accurate stimulation during DUPTs. (A) A block flow schematic of the control-logic in our OpenViBE
software. (B) Results of our online sleep scoring in a single subject’s nap session. Sleep staging serves as a gate for identifying valid DUPT events and thus the most
important criterion for accuracy is the correct identification of NREM2 and/or NREM3 sleep. (C) Across subjects’ performance of our closed-loop system for
identifying DUPT events. The event-related potentials (ERPs) plot shows over 1100 individual DUPTs taken from our CL-TMR participants where a cue was delivered.
Time 0 indicates the time of actual cue delivery which is consistently just before the time of transition to the up-state. (D) The grand average ERP in the plot below
shows the mean time of stimulus delivery. Note that because the ERPs are locked to the time of the actual cue delivery rather than the detection event (−80 µV
crossing), the minimum negative potential of the mean ERP fails to cross −80 µV.

TABLE 2 | Sleep parameter comparison between control and CL-TMR participants for Day 2.

Sleep Parameter Controls (N = 20) CL-TMR (N = 17) U Z p Mean difference d BF10

TST (min) 66.05 ± 19.88 78.62 ± 12.23 106 −1.95 0.05 −12.57 −0.75 2.22

SOL (min) 8.80 ± 5.26 7.21 ± 6.55 122 1.46 0.14 1.59 0.27 0.42

NREM1 (min) 9.25 ± 4.34 9.12 ± 6.59 146.5 0.72 0.47 0.13 0.02 0.32

NREM2 (min) 41.00 ± 17.50 47.44 ± 19.65 137 −1.01 0.31 −6.44 −0.35 0.49

NREM3 (min) 12.58 ± 11.02 20.06 ± 15.59 121.5 −1.48 0.14 −7.48 −0.56 0.98

REM (min) 3.23 ± 6.19 2.00 ± 4.81 169 −0.03 0.98 1.23 0.22 0.38

NREM1 (%) 16.69 ± 13.29 12.10 ± 8.84 127.5 1.30 0.20 4.59 0.40 0.57

NREM2 (%) 61.09 ± 15.73 59.09 ± 20.18 167.5 0.08 0.94 2.00 0.11 0.33

NREM3 (%) 18.26 ± 13.99 26.27 ± 19.19 130.5 −1.20 0.23 −8.01 −0.48 0.73

REM (%) 3.95 ± 7.37 2.55 ± 6.06 168 −0.06 0.95 1.40 0.21 0.37

WASO (min) 13.30 ± 16.21 7.32 ± 5.55 129.5 1.23 0.22 5.98 0.48 0.72

SE (%) 74.65 ± 17.33 83.88 ± 11.78 110 −1.83 0.07 −9.23 −0.61 1.20

BF10, Bayesian Factor; d, Cohen’s d; p, p-value; REM, rapid eye movement sleep; TST, total sleep time; SOL, sleep onset latency; SE, sleep efficiency; U, Mann–Whitney
U-statistic; WASO, wake after sleep onset; Z, Mann–Whitney Z-statistic.
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TABLE 3 | Sleep parameter comparison between control and CL-TMR participants for Day 3.

Sleep Parameter Controls (N = 20) CL-TMR (N = 17) U Z p Mean difference d BF10

TST (min) 66.05 ± 18.92 71.21 ± 21.37 132 −1.16 0.25 −5.16 −0.26 0.41

SOL (min) 12.20 ± 17.25 5.58 ± 3.21 120.5 1.51 0.13 −1.48 −0.21 0.81

NREM1 (min) 10.55 ± 6.63 12.03 ± 7.70 153 −0.52 0.60 −1.06 −0.06 0.37

NREM2 (min) 39.83 ± 15.35 40.88 ± 17.69 164 −0.18 0.85 −4.99 −0.37 0.32

NREM3 (min) 10.60 ± 11.55 15.95 ± 15.35 133 −1.13 0.26 −7.48 −0.56 0.52

REM (min) 5.08 ± 9.11 2.71 ± 6.09 139 0.94 0.34 2.37 0.30 0.44

NREM1 (%) 17.11 ± 12.54 20.61 ± 17.21 160.5 −0.29 0.77 −3.50 −0.24 0.39

NREM2 (%) 59.98 ± 15.96 56.78 ± 15.93 149.5 0.62 0.53 3.20 0.20 0.37

NREM3 (%) 15.95 ± 15.35 19.41 ± 18.82 149.5 −0.62 0.53 −3.46 −0.20 0.37

REM (%) 6.19 ± 10.53 3.21 ± 6.90 139 0.94 0.34 2.98 0.33 0.47

WASO (min) 11.83 ± 13.43 14.91 ± 20.18 147 0.70 0.48 −3.09 −0.18 0.36

SE (%) 77.86 ± 18.92 77.60 ± 22.42 122.5 −1.45 0.15 −4.72 −0.23 0.39

BF10, Bayesian Factor; d, Cohen’s d; p = p-value; REM, rapid eye movement sleep; TST, total sleep time; SOL, sleep onset latency; SE, sleep efficiency; U, Mann–Whitney
U-statistic; WASO, wake after sleep onset; Z, Mann–Whitney Z-statistic.

TABLE 4 | Participants who received CL-TMR show reduced navigation time.

Day 2 train
(trials = 24)

Day 2 test
(trials = 6)

Day 3 train
(trials = 11/13)

Day 3 test
(trials = 3/3)

Day 4 test
(trials = 12)

All test
(trials = 24)

Control (N = 20) 137 (37) 126 (17) 89 (40)/189 (96) 95 (45)/152 (67) 87 (15) 107 (12)

CL-TMR (N = 17) 133 (32) 104 (14)∗∗ 88 (32)/163 (86) 85 (31)/127 (36) 80 (9) 92 (10)∗∗

Optimal navigator 64 70 53/95 61/93 59 71

Mean navigation time for each training and testing interval is shown in seconds, with ±standard deviation in parentheses. The All Test condition refers to the mean of
all testing intervals across days 2–4. The Optimal Navigator refers to the minimal time required to complete all trials in that interval if one took the ideal path. ∗∗ Indicates
statistical significance between cohort performance in that interval (Mann–Whitney U test, p < 0.01).

FIGURE 4 | The average navigation times across sessions by cohort in Table 4 are shown. Error bars are SDs. The dotted lines indicate the optimal navigation time
necessary to complete all the routes in a given session. ∗∗ Indicates statistical significance between cohort performance in that interval (Mann–Whitney U test,
p < 0.01).

Higher variability in Day 3 performance on changed routes as
well as a limited number of testing trials in each condition likely
contributes to a lack of significance in this interval. By Day 4,

control participants have made up much of the difference that is
observed in Day 2. Thus, the strongest benefits of CL-TMR are
observed in the immediate interval following learning.
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CL-TMR Increases Fast Spindle Activity
We compared the responses to TMR cues with the same
DUPT-locked events in control participants that received no
stimulation to investigate the impact of CL-TMR. Figure 5 shows
the differences in mean power spectral density between DUPTs
occurring in control participants over the mean of channels Fp1
and Fp2 and the set of DUPTs in CL-TMR participants that
received auditory cues. The frontopolar channels were chosen
here since (as shown in the next section) these channels show
a significant and representative increase in fast spindle energy
when comparing controls to TMR participants. Power spectral
density was computed from data processed with a continuous
wavelet transform (Morlet wavelet) in the frequencies from 1 to
50 Hz and over the time interval from 1 s before the median
time of cue delivery to 2 s after cue delivery. Figure 5 shows
that the largest spectral differences exist in the fast spindle band
(12–15 Hz). These differences are most pronounced in the first
500 ms following the cue onset. More modest differences can also
be seen in the theta band and larger increases are observed in
the low gamma band. Mean differences in the fast spindle band
(12–15 Hz) during cue delivery were statistically significant (two-
tailed independent samples t-test, p < 0.01) across participants
but were non-significant in the 1-s window preceding the cue
(two-tailed independent samples t-test, p = 0.76).

Topography of Spindle Activity
The spatial distribution of nested spindle activity may vary
depending on the type of memories being consolidated

FIGURE 5 | Closed-loop targeted memory reactivation (CL-TMR) evokes a
robust increase in spindle frequency power spectral density. The
time-frequency plot shows the difference between the mean response in TMR
participants (N = 1190 epochs) and the response at the same time point in
control participants (N = 1592 epochs) across electrode locations Fp1 and
Fp2. Time 0 indicates the median time of cue presentation, 238 ms after the
−80 µV crossing. Statistical significance was tested in the 1-s pre and post
cue intervals in the fast spindle band (12–15 Hz) across participants. The
mean event related potential over electrodes Fp1 and Fp2 is shown above the
time-frequency plot. Dashed lines indicate the median window of cue delivery
(length 700 ms).

(Yordanova et al., 2017). We investigated topographical
differences in DUPT-locked spindle energy between control
participants’ naps on Days 2 and 3 of our protocol (following
our learning task) and naps taken on their screening day
(Day 1) when no learning task was administered. Only control
participants were compared in this way to avoid conflating the
effects of the intervention with those from task-specific learning.

Each participant’s mean spindle energy in the fast (12–15 Hz)
and slow bands (9–12 Hz) was computed over a 1-s interval
during the subsequent up state following DUPTs. The topoplots
in Figure 6 show typical spatial bias for slow spindles to be more
anterior while fast spindles are more central and posterior across
all 3 days (Zeitlhofer et al., 1997). Overall stronger spindle energy
is observed in Day 3 compared with Day 2, perhaps indicating a
benefit of more practice and learning on the task. Differences in
the spindle energy topography between Days 2 and 1 (Day 2 1)
show no significant differences, but do show nominal increases
in spindle energy in frontal and some centroparietal electrodes

FIGURE 6 | Navigation learning increases spindle energy in controls.
Topoplots show the mean DUPT-locked spindle energy (z-scored) for each
day and the change between Days 1 and 2 (Day 2 1) and Days 1 and 3 (Day
3 1). Slow spindles (9–12 Hz) show a more frontal topography across days.
Increases in Day 2 are small and localized to frontal and centroparietal
electrodes. Day 3 differences are larger and more widespread covering almost
the entire head. Differences in fast spindle topography are mostly localized to
frontal electrodes and are stronger on Day 3. Color bars indicate units of
standard deviation in spindle amplitude.
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FIGURE 7 | Closed-loop targeted memory reactivation increases spindle
energy compared with normal learning. Topoplots show the mean
DUPT-locked spindle energy (z-scored) for Days 2 and 3, and the difference
between Days 2 and 3 of CL-TMR participants and the same day topoplots in
controls (Day 2 1 and Day 3 1). Compared with controls, participants
receiving CL-TMR show significantly higher spindle energy on Day 2 at frontal
and right parietal sites. Stars indicate electrode sites with significant
differences after adjustment for false discovery rate (p < 0.05). Color bars
indicate units of standard deviation in spindle amplitude.

for slow spindles. Similarly, the differences in spindle energy
topography between Days 3 and 1 (Day 3 1) are not statistically
significant, but do show widespread increases in slow spindle
energy, and more focal increases in fast spindle energy in
frontal electrodes. We next compared the mean spindle energy
in participants that received CL-TMR to investigate evoked
differences in spindle topography.

Figure 7 shows the Days 2 and 3 mean spindle energy
topoplots for our CL-TMR participants as well as the difference
between these plots and the control topoplots in Figure 6 of
the same day. Overall, CL-TMR can be seen to drive increases
in spindle energy on both days, however, these differences
are largest on Day 2 owing primarily to the weaker energy
observed in controls on Day 2. Day 2 differences are largest
in one cluster of frontal and another cluster of occipitoparietal
electrodes for fast spindles and only in occipital and right parietal
electrodes for slow spindles. Day 3 shows smaller increases in
fast and slow spindle energy in mostly frontal electrodes with
slow spindles also showing some significant increases in right
parietal and left occipital sites. Differences at starred electrode
locations are significant after adjustment for false discovery rate
(see Table 5). However, only mean fast spindle energy in the

starred frontal cluster (Fp1, Fp2, F7) is correlated with Day 2
navigation performance (all participants, r = 0.41, p = 0.02). There
were no significant correlations between spindle energy in the
occipitoparietal cluster (P8, PO9, O1, O2) and behavior at any
interval. Similarly, there were no significant correlations between
slow spindle energy in either cluster and navigation performance.

DISCUSSION

In the current study, we developed a system that allowed closed-
loop delivery of TMR protocols during sleep. CL-TMR enhanced
navigation skills and increased spindle energy compared with
non-stimulated sleep. Our results showed that sleeping with
the closed-loop TMR (CL-TMR) system is feasible, can be
successfully used during a daytime nap, and, importantly, did
not negatively impact sleep architecture. Previous studies with
TMR have demonstrated its success in a range of reasonably well-
controlled laboratory tasks (e.g., Rasch et al., 2007; Schreiner
and Rasch, 2014). Although our task was complex and allowed
for less control over certain variables, our navigation task has
a relatively high level of ecological validity. It was conducted
within a large-scale urban environment in VR that resembled the
experience of navigating through the downtown area of a city
and was characterized by congruent sensory stimulation (e.g., the
environmental sounds). While all the participants learned how to
navigate through the city to reach specific landmarks, participants
receiving CL-TMR showed greater improvement (i.e., more time-
efficient navigation) in the task after one nap with auditory
stimulation compared to the controls. In our study, behavioral
differences and the accompanying neurophysiological impact of
intervention were strongest after the period of initial learning,
and these effects were diminished in subsequent days of testing.
We propose that the reduced efficacy of the intervention observed
in Days 3 and 4 is most likely due to the benefits of overnight
sleep and repeated practice on the task which are equally realized
by both cohorts.

TABLE 5 | Electrode locations and statistics corresponding to Figure 6.

Slow
(9–12 Hz)

p t Fast
(12–15 Hz)

p t

CL-TMR F7 0.008 2.6 Fp1 0.0006 3.9

Day 2 1 P7 0.002 3.3 Fp2 0.015 2.6

P8 0.005 2.8 F7 0.003 3.4

PO9 0.0005 3.7 P8 0.004 3.3

O1 0.0003 3.9 PO9 0.002 3.5

O2 0.0015 3.4 O1 0.0004 4.1

O2 0.007 3.0

Day 3 1 P8 0.0012 3.6

PO9 0.0018 3.5

O1 0.008 2.9

P-values from two sample t-tests corresponding to the starred locations indicating
significant differences in Figure 6. For CL-TMR participants, Days 2 and 3 1

refer to the difference between the control and CL-TMR cohorts in spindle energy.
Significant channels have been adjusted for false discovery rate (df = 30, mastoids
excluded).
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Using the large magnitude negative potentials (−80 µV)
to reliably detect SOs during NREM3 has been demonstrated
previously (Ngo et al., 2013, 2015). Here we have developed
a reliable approach to identifying both NREM2/3 sleep, which
also enables the detection of k-complexes. This is particularly
important when one wants to leverage naps with CL-TMR
since participants do not reliably spend a significant amount of
time in NREM3 during a 90-min napping session. While this
approach results in a smaller number of opportunities to deliver
CL-TMR, positive effects have been shown with as few as a single
presentation each of 25 unique cues (Rudoy et al., 2009; Creery
et al., 2015; Batterink et al., 2016).

We targeted the delivery of the cues during the transition from
cortical down-states to up-states as determined by the crossing
from negative to positive potential of the SO or k-complex.
Our system consistently delivered the sensory stimulation with
a median latency of 238 ms (SD = ±54 ms) or at the ∼300◦
phase of the slow oscillation and on average 100 ms prior to
the zero crossing into the next cortical up-state. A recent study
into the relationship between the phase of the slow oscillation
at the time of cue delivery and its impact on memory found
that this phase bin (270–360◦) represented a relatively suboptimal
time for memory enhancement in a cued spatial association task,
whereas the optimal phase bin was 180–270◦ degrees (Batterink
et al., 2016). The positive effect observed in our study could be
due to task differences, as our task was a spatial navigation task
in VR in a 3D virtual environment whereas their subjects were
required to memorize spatial locations of objects on a 2D grid.
Another possibility is that, due to the variability in the timing of
cue delivery, a subset of cues that were presented in our study
fell into the optimal phase bin suggested by Batterink et al. (2016)
and may have been sufficient to drive improvements. Still another
possibility is that due to the limited resolution of the bins in the
Batterink study, the true optimal phase bin is somewhere in the
middle and closer to the timing used in this study. A recent non-
peer reviewed study has shown positive results with TMR using
timing similar to what was implemented in this study (Göldi et al.,
unpublished).

Neurophysiologically, the CL-TMR intervention increased
fast spindle activity (12–15 Hz) locked to DUPTs (see Figure 7).
This result is in line with recent studies in which cues delivered
after the negative peak of the SO led to increases in fast spindle
power (Ngo et al., 2013, 2015; Leminen et al., 2017). We observed
increases in fast spindle energy for the CL-TMR cohort compared
to controls in frontal, parietal, and occipital regions on Day
2. Although the increase in parietal regions is consistent with
other findings (Zeitlhofer et al., 1997), the increase in fast
spindle activity at frontal locations is a less commonly reported
phenomenon. However, one study demonstrated that regions
including the orbitofrontal and medial prefrontal cortices as well
as the hippocampus were preferentially active in response to fast
spindles (Schabus et al., 2007). Similarly, another study indicated
that fast spindles during NREM2 may enhance functional
connectivity between the hippocampus and the neocortex,
including the medial prefrontal cortices (Andrade et al., 2011).
Fast spindle activity in the prefrontal cortex has been positively
correlated with subsequent episodic associative learning ability,

and further, fast spindle activity in the left prefrontal cortex
was positively correlated with subsequent changes in learning
ability (Mander et al., 2011). In this study, we have similarly
shown that only fast spindle activity in frontal electrode sites
correlates with navigation performance. Taken together, these
results are consistent with the idea that fast spindles support
the transfer of reactivated memories from the hippocampus to
the cortex (Walker, 2009; Rasch and Born, 2013). Although
there were statistically significant differences in spindle energy
at occipitoparietal locations, the overall mean energy in these
locations is low. Thus the large increases seen in those areas
may be due more to a floor effect in the control comparison.
Nevertheless, the observed increases in spindle energy in right
posterior parietal sites following navigation learning is interesting
given that these types of tasks have been shown to engage these
areas of the brain (Hartley et al., 2003).

Since our approach targets large amplitude slow oscillations
in both NREM2 and NREM3 sleep it is possible that there are
differences in the response to cues delivered during k-complexes
vs. slow oscillations in SWS, and that these may explain
some of the behavioral variance. However, analysis of the
spectral power density in the spindle band found no significant
differences between cues delivered during NREM2 and NREM3
on any channel (individual time-frequency plots not shown, all
p-values > 0.13), and no correlation was revealed between time
spent in either sleep stage and performance. One caveat to this
is that not all participants spent a significant amount of time in
NREM3 due to the duration of the nap. Applying this approach
during overnight sleep would be useful in elucidating the relative
contributions of cues delivered during NREM2 vs. NREM3 sleep.

A potential confound in the present study is that the control
participants did not wear the soft earphones during the nap,
whereas the CL-TMR participants did. The objective in doing
this was to safeguard against impediments to sleep quality in our
control participants. During Day 2 we observed an increase in
total sleep time in our CL-TMR participants and non-significant
nominal differences in other sleep parameters. The possibility
that these effects were driven only by wearing earphones cannot
be completely ruled out. However, no correlation was found
between NREM2, NREM3 or total sleep time, and our primary
behavioral effect of navigation time, making this a less likely
explanation for the observed improvements. Another limitation
of the present study is that it is unclear whether the specificity
of the auditory cues to the navigation environment was a crucial
factor in the observed enhanced spindle activity and navigation
performance, however, multiple previous studies have suggested
that specificity may be important in this regard. Odor context
specificity during sleep appears to be required for increased fast
spindle power and improved performance on a visuospatial task
(Rasch et al., 2007; Rihm et al., 2014). Similarly, cueing items
during sleep with sounds associated with encoding strengthens
spatial memories in comparison to uncued items (Rudoy et al.,
2009; Creery et al., 2015). Furthermore, EEG responses to a
sound that was not associated with encoding were different from
the responses to the sounds that were associated with learned
items. An imaging study revealed increased parahippocampal
activation in response to auditory TMR cues vs. control sounds,
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and post-sleep retention was positively correlated with TMR
cue-related activity (van Dongen et al., 2012). Together, these
studies indicate that associating sounds to learning material
during encoding causes them to be processed differently, even
during sleep, and possibly is critical for selectively strengthening
memory. A related question is whether cue congruency with
the learning environment or stimuli is a necessary factor in
enhancing spindle activity and behavioral performance. Rudoy
et al. (2009) and Creery et al. (2015) used sounds congruent
with the items to be remembered (e.g., an image of a cat
presented with a “meow” sound), and the present study used
sounds that were typical of an urban environment. Further
work is necessary to determine whether arbitrary TMR cues
are sufficient to demonstrate similar benefits to visuospatial
memories. Finally, as mentioned previously, our aim was to
demonstrate the feasibility of delivering CL-TMR during sleep
and that improvements on a real-world task can result even
after a relatively short nap. This study does not answer the
question of whether the performance benefits observed after
CL-TMR are greater than those seen after open-loop TMR,
a method with cues delivered at random in relation to the
slow oscillation phase. This study also did not examine cues
timed to the up-to-down states; however, it is expected that
those cues would be processed mainly during the down-state,
resulting in a more limited performance benefit. In line with
this assumption, Göldi et al. (unpublished) have shown that the
benefit of TMR only reached statistical significance when the
cues were delivered during the up-state in comparison to the
down-state.

We have reported the first implementation of a CL-TMR
approach to enhance navigation learning. We showed that our
approach was able to induce DUPT-locked spindle activity and

improve navigation efficiency in a large-scale VR-based task.
These effects were obtained without any negative impact on
sleep architecture. Overall, these findings suggest that CL-TMR
is a feasible and effective technique to optimize the sleeping
brain for memory processing. These results hold promise for the
application of sleep-based interventions to drive improvement in
real-world tasks.
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